Abstract. Tracking all services of the second-hand car in order to regulate the management of the second-hand car, then analyzed and designed the second-hand car tracking management system to read and write by the RFID technology, label attached to the car in the system, and real-time record the services, repairs, leases, auctions, replacements and other information to the car, then the information are transferred to the remote computer management center to storage. It is realized the services information automatic collection processing for the second-hand car, tracking and monitor that will benefit the second-hand car, so as to standardize management of the second-hand car, and the maximization of resource sharing, then cost saving.
Introduction
The second-hand car is "second-hand car" or "used car". The second-hand car market as a representative of the automotive aftermarket, huge market value has been attracting the business competition and rapid development. But the second-hand car market development slowly in china, the main problem is security function loss, industry resources disordered configuration, the second-hand car evaluation criterion lack, market unreasonable charges after analysis and comparison. The tracking management system for the second-hand car is real-time record the services, repairs, leases, auctions, replacements of the car, and the information are sent to the remote computer to storage. Information management is made for the second-hand car management normalization and the resource sharing maximization, [1, 2] .
The RFID technology application advantage
The Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology is a kind of wireless communication technology, and special target recognition and relevant data reading and writing by way of radio signal. The radio signal is transmit the data from the label of the object by tune the electromagnetic field of the radio frequency, then automatic identification and trail the object. The most important advantages of RFID system is non-contact identification, it can reading penetrate through snow, fog, ice, dirt and bar code cannot use harsh environment, and the speed quickly less than 100 milliseconds. The RFID technology application widely, [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] , the specific applications include the anti-fraud technology of money and product, ID, passport, electronic toll system, patient identification and electronic medical record, logistics management, entrance guard system domestic or wild animal identification, and etc….At present, the development of the RFID technology in China is far behind the United States and Europe, and big efforts to catch up with this "new wave".
The system overall framework designed and the hardware platform
With the existing development technology and the advantages of the RFID technology, it is structured the second-hand car tracking management system to solve the problem of the second-hand car, for example ensure deficiency and the rate of resource utilization low.
The system overall framework designed
The system design has three layer structures, it is data acquisition terminal layer, data transmission network layer and data center management layer. The data acquisition terminal International Conference on Automation, Mechanical Control and Computational Engineering (AMCCE 2015) equipment layer mainly includes the RFID tags, RFID antenna distributed the automobile service places, the fixed RFID reader, the wireless handheld RFID reader and the client. The data transmission network layer includes routers and other network equipment that covered all auto services center. Its main function is transferred, collected and filtered data acquired from the terminal to database. The data center management layer mainly includes the RFID database, system server, data center server and a variety of control system. Its main function is data storage and exchange, and provided external access to query and control for user. Each automobile service center connected with the Internet, realize the information sharing and data exchange, and intelligent identification, tracking, monitoring and management, [8, 9, 10] . 
The function module designed
The main function modules of the second-hand car tracking management system are system management, car based information, auto service, auto repair, auto rental, car replacement, auto auction. The system management is the management of the system, mainly has department information, post information, user information, permission distribution and others; The based information management of the car has delete, modify, query and other functions. The car rental is mainly responsible for information management of the car rental, the sub-modules of the car rental as follows. 
Conclusion
Based on the current of the second-hand car and wide application of the RFID technology, this paper is forwarded apply the RFID technology to the information management of the second-hand car, and studied the service of the second-hand car management system. The tag embedded in the car, real time record the service, repair, lease, auction, replacement of the car received, and transmitted information to remote computer center to storage. Then advantages have: (1) Effective monitoring and tracking.
The information are transmitted to the computer center, it can monitor and tracking the second-hand car. (2) Realize information sharing.
The portal of the system into the Internet, then facilitate the view. (3) Raise the utilization rate of resources.
Information sharing can reduce the resources redundant construction, then saving cost. (4) Provide decision assistance.
The information of the system is provided decision makers with help. (5) The RFID technology was applied to the tracking management of second-hand car.
